Division C5 – Preschool (5 & under)
Convenor:
Contact:
E-mail:
Entry Fee:

Entry Form:
Prizes:

BJ Baron
250-832-9594
bb9594@telus.net
50 cents per entry
(Preschoolers are EXEMPT from paying the Exhibitor
fee, but still must pay entry fees)
Indoor Divisions
st
nd
rd
1 - $6, 2 - $4, 3 - $2

NO ENTRIES or CLASS CHANGES WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER
ENTRY DEADLINE
Regulations
Refer to Rules & Regulations at the front of this book for deadlines,
times and procedures for entry, exhibit delivery and exhibit pick-up.
CRAFTS
Class
1. Jewellery made from FOOD (i.e. dried macaroni).
2. Finger painting - please give your picture a name or explanation,
attach a string for hanging.
3. Sculpture - any material (i.e. paper, play-dough) - please give
your creation a name or explanation.
4. DUPLO Creation (large pre-school sized LEGO-type bricks) only
an ORIGINAL design - NOT from a kit or any part of a kit.
Maximum base size 46cm x 46cm.
VEGGIES
(Please present veggies on a disposable dinner-sized plate)
Class
5. One strange carrot or potato decorated like an animal etc. please label your creature with a name or explanation.
6. One creatively decorated zucchini, like a bird, animal, etc. please give your character a name or explanation.
7. One tomato with a felt pen drawn face - please give your face a
name.
8. Grow a bean plant, in a pot, from seed. Pot can be no larger than
a 4-litre milk jug.
BAKING
(Please present baking on a disposable dinner-sized plate)
Class
9. One decorated Clown-Faced Cookie - size to be no larger than a
paper plate.
10. Crispy Creation - Make a batch of Rice Krispie squares and
sculpt something out of the mix. Sculpture can be no wider than
a paper plate. Feel free to add colour & decorations.

Sept. 7, 8, 9, 2018

-

www.salmonarmfair.com

